Angle Park
Wednesday 8th July 2020

Weather Condition: Fine
Track Condition: Good

Stewards          D Jonas, J Evans, M Herrmann, M MacDonald
Veterinary Surgeon Dr C Doyle
Late Scratchings  Nil

Race 1  G-SIX GIDDY-UP MAIDEN STAKE  388m Maiden
-A swab sample was taken from the winner MY LITTLE SHELBY.
-HURRICANE STORM and CONCEDE were both slow to begin. Along the back straight CONCEDE ran onto the heels of and dragged down VANILLA SKY. On the turn into the home straight VANILLA SKY moved out checking HURRICANE STORM.
-VANILLA SKY was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 2  G-SIX SKY RACING (1 WIN) STAKE  388m Grade 6
-On the first turn FAB SIX moved down taking CAWBOURNE HORSE onto MR. SPOCK causing MR. SPOCK to be checked. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 3  G-SIX SECURE RACING LOGISTICS STAKE  388m Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner FOOTROT FERNANDO.
-Shortly after the start FOOTROT FERNANDO moved out checking SASSY BABY. Along the back straight GYSPY BY DESIGN ran wide and raced awkwardly until the turn into the home straight.
-GYPSY BY DESIGN was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 4  G-SIX MCQUESTER TAVERN MIXED STAKE  600m Mixed 6/5
-On the first turn COLLECTING moved down checking LOVING YOU then shortly after DYNA ARTIST moved down checking SCULLY.

Race 5  ACCELL THERAPY STAKE  388m Grade 6
-On the first turn GOLDEN CREST checked around the heels of BLASTING BILLY then moved out checking HURRICANE ELLE. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 6  BGC INDUSTRIAL CLEANING SUPPLIES STAKE  388m Grade 6
-On the first turn MOMBASA MAINE and BILLIE BURNER bumped then MAGIC CHARITY moved down checking SIMPLE MAN. Entering the back straight MOMBASA MAINE moved out checking VELOCITY ANNA and EMERLEY BURNER. Along the back straight MOMBASA MAINE ran wide. On the turn off the back straight BILLIE BURNER moved out checking RAGING CRITTER.
-RAGING CRITTER was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

Race 7  KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE  515m Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner ASTON ATHENA.
-Shortly after the start REDDY RED moved down checking BIG BURNER. Approaching the turning into the back straight VELOCITY CAPRICE and ALLINGA OLLIE bumped. Along the back straight YOU RASCAL GIRL ran wide. On the turn off the back straight ALLINGA OLLIE moved down checking MIDNIGHT CRASH and ASTON ATHENA.

Race 8  @THEDOGSSA STAKE  515m Grade 6
-A swab sample was taken from the winner ALL OUT CRAZY.
-PABLO’S PUP stumbled out of the starting boxes. On the first turn ALLINGA TIANNA moved out checking SOUL ROCKER causing both greyhounds to be turned sideways and SOUL ROCKER to move out checking NANCY LEE and WESTGATE GIRL, all greyhounds raced wide as a result of the interference then shortly after NANCY LEE and WESTGATE GIRL bumped.

Race 9  G-SIX YOU. ME. 6 WEEKS. (N/P) STAKE  388m Masters
-Shortly after the start ACE ALLEN moved out around the heels of TYSON’S A REBEL checking CONNOR ALLEN. On the first turn BLACK RUSKY moved down checking BILLY FIX IT and TYSON’S A REBEL causing ACE ALLEN to move out around BILLY FIX IT bumping CONNOR ALLEN. Along the home straight ACE ALLEN and CONNOR ALLEN bumped.
**Race 10**  
**G-SIX GRSA.COM.AU STAKE**  
388m Grade 5

-On the first turn CUDDLES LEE moved down checking RESOLUTE LEE. Along the back straight RESOLUTE LEE checked around the heels of CUDDLES LEE. On the turn off the back straight NIRIMBA PIRATE and CUDDLES LEE bumped several times. On the turn into the home straight ARTISTIC GENIUS lost ground appearing injured.  
-NIRIMBA PIRATE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.  
-ARTISTIC GENIUS was vetted after the race, reported to be injured and was stood down for 90 days.

**Race 11**  
**G-SIX GAP SA (N/P) STAKE**  
388m Masters

-A swab sample was taken from the winner SLIPPER'S KIN.  
-On the turn off the back straight KING JEREMY made contact with the running rail. Approaching the turn into the home straight ZOOMETRICAL and RICKETT’S POINT bumped several times.  
-KING JEREMY was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

**Race 12**  
**G-SIX FOLLOW THEDOGSSA ON TWITTER STAKE**  
388m Grade 5

-Entering the back straight MAKING DOUGH moved around the heels of JUST KENNY. On the turn into the home straight LATE MISSILE moved down checking HOT KOUKLA.

* Published subject to correction upon revision